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The Measly Mile Mafia is a dedicated group of over 450 individuals who run at least a mile every
single day. This group has been a positive influence on many peoples’ lives and will be featured
in a local produced documentary!

DUES PAID: The Measly Mile Mafia Journey

The Measly Mile Mafia has grown from humble beginnings between
a handful of friends into a hundreds-strong running machine.

 
Headquartered in a refurbished turn-of-the-century brewery in Saint Joseph Missouri, members

of this group hold themselves to a simple challenge: Run At Least One Mile Every Day.
 

Follow the developing story of one of the largest streak running clubs in the USA as they
explore their community, overcome obstacles, and pay their dues one day at a time!

Coin in a Log Creative, a Saint Joseph based media production company, has already begun
production on this film with potential for a huge international audience. This project will
showcase businesses, people, and culture from our Saint Joseph, MO and other cities where
runners are located. ‘DUES PAID’ aims to highlight the Mafia in a positive light by showcasing
the MMM’s growth and achievement through group accountability and dedication.

Coin in a Log is seeking corporate advertising sponsorship for this film. There are wide benefits
for sponsors - from companies being listed and/or logos in the credits, etc. (see link below) This
money will go towards production, post-production, promotion, etc, of this feature-length
cinematic story. A corporate advertising sponsorship would have many wide ranging benefits
showcasing possible company employees of the Measly Mile Mafia, Saint Joseph and beyond
to a broad audience.

To chip in, scan the QR code or click the link below. You’ll find information on advertising prices,
a flyer, and benefits; plus more about this project. Your company’s participation is a great way to
support the positive wellbeing of our employees and be a part of a bigger project with other
businesses who support their employees.

Thank you for helping on a great project!
https://www.coinlogcreative.com/duespaiddoc
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